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Introduction:  The CaSSIS instrument, acronym for 

Colour and Stereo Surface Imaging System, is the 

stereo imaging system onboard the European Space 

Agency’s ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO) that was 

launched on 14 March 2016 and entered Mars orbit on 

19 October 2016. During the first bounded orbits, 

CaSSIS returned its first multiband images taken on 20 

and 28 November 2016. 

Despite the eccentricity of the initial elliptical orbits, the 

telescope acquired 11 images (each composed by 30 

framelets) of the Martian surface during its closest 

approach, at a distance of 250 km from the surface of 

Hebes Chasma and Noctis Labyrithus.  

This passage provided the first opportunity to test the 

stereo capabilities of the instrument, as demonstrated by  

the 3D reconstruction generated from the stereo-pair of 

the Noctis Labyrinthus region.  

 

The Instrument:  CaSSIS [1] is a four mirror off-

axis telescope, intended to acquire moderately high 

resolution (4.6m/px), colour and stereo images of the 

Mars surface from a circular orbit 400 km above the 

surface. The system operates in “push-frame” mode 

and, differently by other Mars instruments with the 

same resolution [2],  it provides images at different 

wavelengths thanks to a FSA (Filter Strip Assembly) 

with a panchromatic and 3 broadband colour filters 

within the visible range. The telescope acquires 

consecutive framelets (with an overlap of 5 to 15% 

depending on the filter) which can be composed in a 

single image with a swath of 9.4 km and a coverage 

along track ~ 45 km long. A rotational stage, called 

Camera Rotation Unit (CRU), in which the instrument 

is mounted at 10° with respect to the nadiral pointing, 

allows to acquire images in stereo mode reaching a 

stereo convergence angle of 22.4°. 

 

The first orbit:  During the first orbit acquisition 

on 20 November 2016 CaSSIS was able to work in 

stereo mode. Two set of framelets have been acquired 

from a mean distance of 520 km with a mean pixel 

scale of 6 m/px (see Figure 1).  

The fast descending phase introduced a difference in the 

ground scale between the stereo pairs of about 10% 

introducing some difficulties on obtaining the final 

Digital Terrain Model (DTM).  

 

 
Figure 1 First image (mosaicked using 30 framelets) 

of the Noctis Labyrinthus. This is the master image of 

the stereo couple acquired by CaSSIS in its first orbit, 

with the CRU orientation aligned with the orbit 

direction. 
 

Despite that the sub-pixel accuracy of 3D points derived 

from stereo analysis allowed the production of DTM 

with grid size of few pixels and height accuracy of the 

order of one ground pixel.  

 

 

 
Figure 2 Overlapping region of the stereo couple. In 

red the first acquisition, in green the second one, 

presenting a higher resolution.  

 

Pipeline: The OAPD group is working in two 

different projects involving stereo cameras based on the 

push-frame stereo acquisition, as STC [3], one of the 

channels of SIMBIO-SYS [4] on board the 

BepiColombo mission, and the CaSSIS one. Along 

with  these projects, it started to develop a new software 
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to generate DTM from stereo pairs acquired by push-

frame cameras.  

 

 

 
Figure 3: Altitude maps of a crest of the Noctis Labyrinthus reconstructed by the first images of CASSIS. 

 

 

The first stereo pairs acquired by CaSSIS represented 

the first real test of the software, although in its 

preliminary phase. A set of self-developed tools was 

already implemented, including the definition of the tie-

points by the SURF operator [5], for i) a rough image 

rectification, ii) the production of a starting disparity 

map based on a fast NCC [6] and iii) an iterative sub-

pixel refinement with a Least Square Matching 

algorithm [7]. The search for corresponding points is 

carried out iteratively in an image pyramid, with a 

coarse-to-fine hierarchical approach. 

When considering the geometrical configuration 

imposed by the TGO first orbit and the target region 

characteristics, the conjugated images considerably 

differed from each other introducing some difficulties 

during the matching process (Figure 2). In particular, 

the differences in the perspective, due to non-nominal 

orbit and the homogeneity in the image texture of some 

areas, returned holes in the 3D information and some 

mismatches both in images alignment and matching 

phases. 

 

The derived DT, Figure 3, can be used for assessment 

of fault displacements and kinematics at the Noctis 

Labyrinthus margins as well as for  the understanding 

of cross-cutting relationship among different faults sets. 

Morphometric analysis on DTMs gullies on major slope 

might provide important informations on caving 

geometries and processes as well. Finally, stability and 

mass movement analysis can be carried out on sectors 

of the slopes involved in slumping or deep seated 

gravitational slope deformations. 
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